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What do Big Data do in Global Governance?

Two paradoxes associated with Big Data are especially relevant to global governance. First, while promising to increase the capacities of humans in governance and elsewhere, Big Data also involve an increasingly independent role for algorithms, technical artifacts, the internet of things, and other objects, which can reduce the control of human actors. Second, Big Data involve new boundary transgressions as data are brought together from multiple sources, including clicks of web users and data flows from machine sensors, while also creating new boundary conflicts as powerful actors seek to gain advantage by controlling Big Data and excluding competitors. These changes are not just about new data sources for global decision-makers, but instead signal more profound changes in the character of global governance.
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In recent years so-called Big Data have received a great deal of attention but their significance with regard to global governance has received much less. Big Data build on the exponential growth of data from new sources such as internet clicks or machine sensors. They stand in contrast to conventional databases that are most often bounded and managed according to specified standards and for predetermined purposes. Big Data can involve ongoing streams of data that are processed, analyzed, and immediately supplied to users, in contrast to periodic surveys that may take months or years to process. More broadly, three distinctive features of Big Data as compared to more conventional data have been identified: volume, variety and velocity (the “3Vs”).
In this paper we argue that Big Data are especially relevant to global governance in two ways that are quite different than more conventional uses of statistics and other data in international affairs. First, Big Data can create automated forms of governance. With Big Data the human element becomes more entangled with and secondary to the non-human objects that are involved, such as computers, software and other technological artifacts. Big Data significantly increase the importance of algorithms for producing, managing and using the data, as compared to smaller databases. Big Data is closely related to the “internet of things” and its direct object-to-object communication. The dominance of non-human objects in Big Data is relevant to global governance because these objects and their materiality stretch across national borders in ways that differ sharply from the relationships between humans and objects associated with more conventional international relations. The spaces between nation-states are not empty. Big Data rely on new media to operate globally, reinforcing, extending, obscuring, and confounding power in new ways. It is important to understand these changes in power relations as Big Data expand in an increasing number of international issue areas.

Second, and related to this, Big Data are associated with new boundary issues that are not primarily territorial, but rather about access to and control of data, creating complicated new conflicts and exclusions globally. With Big Data, the clicks of web-users may be collected and assembled into databases and put together with other sources of data, and made ready for multiple uses not initially imagined by those who have generated and assembled them. The promise of Big Data involves bringing together previously separate flows of data coming from potentially everywhere on the planet. This new development has implications for especially national borders. It also has consequences for the construction of new boundaries, specifically between those whose data are included and those whose are excluded, and between those who
have access to the data and those who do not. States and private corporations require the boundaries that enable exclusive control or rights over some part of Big Data, even if they also depend on erasing boundaries, including national ones, which hinder the assembly of the data.

In the remainder of this article we start with a conceptual discussion of these two features of Big Data before examining each feature in more detail. We conclude by pointing to the need in future research on the role of Big Data in global governance to investigate in more detail the largely invisible power of those whose create and mobilize Big Data, including their taken-for-granted automated infrastructures, and the potential for less powerful actors to develop and exploit Big Data for their own purposes.

**Conceptualizing Big Data and their Paradoxes**

Much like the early discussions on the societal impact of information and communication technologies, such as the internet, current debates about Big Data reflect both utopian and dystopian elements, just as they include some foundational myths about data and scientific practice.2 Big Data are also ridden with paradoxes, and discussing these briefly is relevant for our purpose here. Richards and King,3 for example, have highlighted three paradoxes of Big Data, *transparency, identity* and *power*. First, Big Data seem to make the world more *transparent* and potentially more predictable. However, the machine-driven production of data, and the tools and techniques to make sense of them, are created by highly specialized people working in relatively closed government or commercial organizations and with methods that are not open to traditional scientific scrutiny.4 Second, as the world is apparently made more transparent through Big Data it also becomes possible to *identify* processes and people in new ways, creating desirable new opportunities and possibilities for avoiding unpleasant risks.
However, individual or collective identity and privacy can also be threatened.\textsuperscript{5} Third, there is a \textit{power paradox}. Increased transparency suggests that Big Data can be an accountability tool for the less powerful. Nonetheless, the logistic and physical infrastructure that enable Big Data, the ownership and control over it and the resources of knowledge produced by Big Data, together with the continuous cultivation and uneven distribution of relevant technical expertise, create an “asymmetric relationship between those who collect, store, and mine large quantities of data, and those whom data collection targets.”\textsuperscript{6}

To Richards and King’s three paradoxes of Big Data we would like to add two more: the \textit{paradox of objects} and the \textit{paradox of boundaries}. Our two paradoxes are based on insights from affordance and new medium theory, as well as actor-network theory, ANT, including more broadly Science and Technology Studies (STS). These help address relationships between humans and objects, as well as the boundaries and boundary drawing processes so central to the emerging fabric of global governance and the use of Big Data.

Affordance and new medium theories\textsuperscript{7} are relevant to consider because they suggest that sophisticated media technologies, a sine qua non for Big Data, create fields of potential action that can respectively enlarge and restrict social interactions. The transformation of basic information into knowledge is seen as strongly dependent on technologies such as computers and software. These are never “neutral” but always impose certain constraints on the nature and type of possible human communications, while facilitating other types. Technologies have material affordances, i.e. physical properties, which “invite” people to use them in specific ways. For example, the affordances of digital information becomes evident when the information one can smoothly write and send by email is instead written on a piece of paper, put into an envelope and
send by snail mail. Speed and space matter in the dissemination and reuse of information and have implications for the scope of social relationships.⁸

Affordance and new medium theory offers a useful first step to theorize the linkages and co-constitutive dynamics between humans and material objects, but at the level of social practices and networks ANT and STS have more to offer. ANT and STS, much like affordance and new medium theory, suggest a relatively autonomous role for objects. But unlike affordance and medium theory, this literature focuses on the entanglement of humans with non-human objects in social practices and socio-technical networks.⁹ Entanglement is not smooth, but replete with controversies as information travels along socio-technical networks. Once these controversies are settled, the new objects produced are naturalized. The relatively autonomous qualities of objects in socio-technical networks, and their potential naturalization, do not mean that they operate independently of human actors. Importantly, the autonomy of objects can obscure the power of those who created the objects initially, or of those who can use them to bolster their own power, or of those who can deploy the information produced to extend their power into other areas.¹⁰

The paradox of objects is that Big Data involve a growth in humans’ distinctive cognitive capacities to learn and analyze but also a growing preeminence of quite autonomous objects, which displace and sometimes work against human cognitive capacities. While these machine-driven processes are ultimately fabricated and powered by humans, the processes make in some sense human agency itself secondary, just as their relatively autonomous and increasingly naturalized character tend to make the powers at work invisible.

A fifth paradox we label the paradox of boundaries. This paradox is that Big Data involve a demand for greater openness to enable the acquisition of data and the deployment of their
effects, but also new boundaries to enable the exercise of control or the making of money. The new technological systems and the constant (auto) updating of algorithms help to create informational networks across established boundaries, including between the national and international, the public and private, and between the past, present and future. Big Data depend on erasing boundaries, including national ones that hinder the assembly of the data. However, those who manage Big Data work through states and private corporations to create new and stronger boundaries to deploy Big Data as a form of control or to create commercializable rights over some part of Big Data. In the next section we focus in more detail on the paradoxes of objects and boundaries associated with the advent of Big Data, and we discuss their relevance for global governance.

**Big Data and Global Governance**

In older models of international governance only states and their possessions (such as territory, population, weapons) had significant material presence, with the international spaces between states characterized as empty and anarchic, or as populated by ephemeral, fragile and ineffective norms and international organizations and laws. Global governance, in contrast, involves a rich and dense set of connections that span borders. These include norms, political rationalities, cultures and ideologies, as well as material objects such as paper documents, electronic systems, physical geographies, and many others. The “practice turn” in international relations theory has emphasized the fusing of ideas and materiality in transnational practices. The sheer complexity of global governance and the distance between the humans involved means that human relations must be mediated. While applying calculative technologies to human relations, for example in shape of the census and national statistics, and later international statistics, have often reinforced
national boundaries, Big Data relies more heavily on the capacities of objects, specifically digital technologies, automation and algorithms, and has a different relationship to boundaries. In this section we examine the significance of each of these for transnational governance.

**Big Data, Objects and Global Governance**

Big Data is complementary to the development of dense relations across borders. It involves enormously rich sets of connections that can be very autonomous from individual human actors. Data may be generated quite autonomously of human intention, as with sensors, data exhaust from internet clicks, point of sale data, and RFID signals. As of 2013 61.5% of internet traffic was carried out by bots rather than humans. Since 2008 the number of things connected to the internet have exceeded the number of people on earth. The Internet of Things is estimated to generate more than 400 zetabytes of data by 2018, which will be more than 50 times the amount of traffic in data centres. The initial human role in designing such systems may diminish in significance as they begin operating more routinely, and the data generated is deployed in ways not initially imagined. Algorithms and other forms of artificial intelligence may further displace the importance of human agency, as they automatically develop new governance practices.

The autonomous qualities of Big Data do not mean that they then become a technical system that operates independently of power. On the contrary, the autonomy can obscure the power of those who create the systems initially, consistent with the paradoxes discussed earlier, including who can intervene at their discretion to re-calibrate them, who can use them to reinforce and leverage their power, or who can use the information generated to extend their power into new spaces. Big Data systems have an evolving reflexivity that, when harnessed by powerful actors, can dramatically amplify their power, such as in the cases of state surveillance...
of terrorist suspects or MNCs effectively assessing and harnessing market opportunities, and consumption trends and profiles. Big Data may constitute new powerful actors relatively independently of those actors’ own efforts or intentions, such as when a tech start-up suddenly becomes a dominant actor in a new market segment. Big Data’s relatively open and reflexive architecture can also provide new opportunities for less powerful actors to exercise agency, for instance when citizens use environmental sensors linked to mobile phones to detect toxic emissions, when consumers trade loyalty cards to conceal their personal information from powerful actors, or when citizens create web platforms that crowd source reports on bribes, which makes it possible to track and publish sites and trends in bribery and corruption.\textsuperscript{15}

How globalized are the above types of connections associated with Big Data? Some of the sources of Big Data can provide some indicators, which usefully caution us against overstating the global character of Big Data. For instance international internet traffic is about 17\% of total internet traffic, and an estimated 16 percent of Facebook friends live in different countries.\textsuperscript{16} These indicators understate the global character of Big Data however. For example, major corporations such as Google can aggregate data from the different markets they operate within and apply lessons from one market to another.\textsuperscript{17} In 2010 52\% of Google’s revenue came from international markets.\textsuperscript{18} More than 82 percent of Facebook’s users accessed it from outside the US and Canada in 2012, and it is available in 70 languages with sales offices in more than 20 countries.\textsuperscript{19} The infrastructures for cross-border Big Data traffic are rapidly being put in place.\textsuperscript{20}

What do the above developments mean for the operation of power in global governance? First, as a cautionary note with regard to the celebratory hype often associated with Big Data, they are harnessed by existing powerful actors to reinforce their own power and the institutional arrangements which sustain this. This includes states, as with the NSA’s surveillance, but also
firms such as Google or IBM. Bhushan has argued that Big Data will be a “disruptive innovation” in international affairs, because it will challenge senior policymakers who are resistant to change.

However many of the examples he provides are closely associated with existing states or international institutions, including the use of Big Data by central banks; the Japanese government’s efforts to use Big Data to assess the effects of policy; the UN Global Pulse initiative to measure bread prices; and the World Bank’s Listening to Latin America efforts to use mobile platforms to conduct household surveys.

Second, Big Data can nevertheless create and reinforce newer configurations of transnational power, especially private and technical ones. This is especially evident where algorithms directly regulate and enforce conduct. Like governments, algorithms can integrate, amplify, mobilize, represent, and act in the name of individuals, constituted as publics. For instance, Google is the dominant gateway for accessing the internet, processing 91 percent of searches globally in 2011, and 97.4 percent of mobile searches. Google Search’s effects are produced by the interaction of its algorithms with the individuals that use it to search. Google plays a global governance role in excluding or marginalizing certain websites in searches, such as ones which are likely fraudulent or pornographic, but also, allegedly, competitors. Google also enforces copyright by removing search results which link to material that is alleged to be an infringement by content owners. In the month ending December 30, 2014 Google had received requests to remove more than 36 million urls. Google removes almost all of these and this suggests that they are making use of an algorithm. This suppresses or regulates certain actors and more generally shapes global publics. Searching, as a practice, increasingly shapes how we experience our world, naturalizing results while concealing the influence of coders on them.
The search results it displays appear beside the tailored ads it generates, providing a commercial tone to this public. Amazon’s algorithms that shape reading preferences play a similar role. Reputational ranking systems such as those associated with eBay, hotels.com, or AirBnB combine user responses with algorithmic regulation.

The above examples of algorithmic regulation all involve the control of flows of information and suggest more direct automated regulation of physical objects and human bodies, although this is only in the early stages. For instance the insurance industry is already moving towards real-time adjustment of premiums in response to the behavior of the insured, creating immediate financial penalties and a form of effective algorithmic governance. In the fight against diseases like Ebola, mobile devices like mobile phones can be key, not only helping people to send and coordinating information about outbreaks, but also because of the call-data records (CDR) they produce, including a caller’s identity, number, place and time of call. Analysis of those data might help epidemiologists track the spread of diseases. But getting access to the data involves complex political and regulatory issues at national and international levels.

Third, Big Data are beginning to create the capacity for the automation of the production of words and meaning. For instance, there are efforts to assess personalities of customers accessing call centres by developing algorithms capable of distinguishing personality types by analyzing word patterns using voice recognition. More generally, the innovations and visions associated with the “semantic web,” “metadata” and “data ontologies” imagine adding layers of data about data, to provide context and meaning. A widely discussed vision of the semantic web was set out by Tim Berners-Lee, known as the inventor of the internet, and his coauthors, in 2001. The semantic web would enable computers to contextualize data and to integrate video and other
material that previously would not be amenable to automated processing. There are severe doubts about the feasibility of this vision but certain elements of it, or comparable initiatives, are slowly developing.40 As the capacity of computers to understand meaning increases, they are also displaying increased capacity for writing.41 In short, Big Data are increasing opportunities for automated governance.

Overall then, the growing cross-border significance of Big Data links knowledge, humans, and objects in novel ways that differ starkly from traditional state-centric models of international relations. This should not be overstated. Many Big Data applications remain visions or tentative experiments, or local, and they provide zones of connectedness and new power relations that are interwoven with more traditional institutions. Nevertheless, the role of Big Data in transnational governance is already significant, and it is important to understand the distinctive ways that the transnational operations of power are altered as objects are empowered relative to humans.

**Big Data, Boundaries, and Global Governance**

With Big Data the following three somewhat contradictory issues associated with national borders are especially important. First, for Big Data to achieve the potential envisioned by its advocates it needs to operate across borders, bringing together data from diverse jurisdictions and deploying the associated effects transnationally. Second, economically Big Data can be seen as the type of strategic infrastructure which national governments traditionally have invested in, in part due to their distinctive capacities to support such infrastructures as compared to firms, and in part due to their interests in competing with other national economies, working against globalizing tendencies. Third, Big Data creates challenges for national cultural and legal practices, especially with regard to privacy and state security, which can lead to “data
nationalism.” Governmental management of the above tensions has been carried out through international organizations, multilateral, plurilateral and bilateral negotiations, unilateral actions, and deliberate or tacit decisions to leave them to private and technical actors to resolve.

A key site for resolving the above tensions has been the OECD and discussions associated with its 1980 Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data. The OECD Guidelines sought to facilitate interoperability across computer technologies as inconsistent national privacy laws were being enacted. They reflected and reinforced the emerging consensus on a “notice and consent” approach to data privacy. This required the explicit consent of the individuals’ whose data was being collected, the restriction of the use of the data to the purposes stated in that consent process, and the destruction of data once that purpose was fulfilled. Currently there are efforts to revise these in response to a number of pressures. One estimate is that reading the privacy policies of just the most popular websites would take more than 30 days per year. As well, Big Data can involve unexpected real-time new uses of data that consent forms could not anticipate. Accordingly the emerging new model is to shift the emphasis away from individual consent to greater accountability of those using the data for privacy protection, and for ensuring appropriately positive benefit/harm ratios.

A key conflict is between the EU and US approaches to data protection. Certain states are aggressively excluding Google and other internet companies from operating within their territory, such as China, Russia, Turkey. Even OECD countries that favor the relatively free flows of information across borders that are required by many Big Data applications are also often investing in national data infrastructures that display minimal attention to cross-border collaboration. Some countries have government procurement preferences for local digital firms, require local content, or require local storage of data.
Intersecting with these more traditional boundary issues are newer boundary issues that are more associated with private and technical authority than state authority. A key tension is between the need for many Big Data projects to extend their reach across different sources and uses of data and the commercial impulse to exclude other actors in the market from access to knowledge about the data or the process for managing it, including consumers and other suppliers of data, devices, and competing firms. Intellectual property laws are one element in this tension. There are numerous other barriers that firms can create that have similar effects to IP laws, including control of key infrastructures or proprietary code needed to access new markets, tying customers of a firm to that firm’s other products, excluding competitors from joint ventures where new technologies are being developed. Network effects, where each added participant increases value to all existing participants, can be exploited by firms who are the first to create new networks.\textsuperscript{49} In privacy protection private and technical actors are playing the key boundary setting roles, with terms of use of websites or internet services; the coding and what it makes open or closed; and the organizational boundaries of firms and projects, and how they are reinforced.

The seemingly boundless character of a Google search is misleading not only because of the boundaries that Google creates, as discussed above, but because it reaches only the small part of the web that is open. It has been estimated that less than two percent of online material is publicly accessible, about 65 billion pages, with an additional 9 trillion pages in the “private web” (such as corporate intranets and subscription services) and 18 trillion pages in the “deep web” (large data repositories with unique search and access procedures).\textsuperscript{50} Open Text, from which this estimate comes, is one of the companies that specialize in creating and managing the private and technical boundaries that govern the non-public web. There are countless other
reasons for boundaries in addition to intellectual property, competition, and privacy, which have been mentioned so far, including regulatory compliance, the management of regulatory and litigation risk, and the stability of data and the organizations associated with them. Open Text has estimated that there are more than 100,000 rules and regulations worldwide that are relevant to records management and Big Data, including country specific ones, industry and country specific ones, international ones, and international industry specific ones. Therefore the ongoing contestations over privacy at the edges of new Big Data technologies are only a small part of the overall struggles and relatively settled sets of rules.

Conclusions
Big Data highlight new ways that transnational relations is being reshaped by hybrid arrangements of humans and objects and by new boundaries. Big Data create paradoxes of objects and boundaries. On the one hand, the non-human objects created by humans challenge the capacities that Big Data are supposed to enhance. Humans are being entangled in wider socio-technical networks in which information is being translated across established boundaries, including between the national and international, the public and private. At the same time, the predominance of non-human objects including the automation processes relating to Big Data tends to make the agency and power of those who create the systems initially, and of those who use them to reinforce and leverage their power, largely opaque and invisible. More than this, these processes are themselves subject to new boundary drawing and regulation, where traditional and new actors, including private and technical expertise and authority, play important roles, provoking new conflicts and exclusions. The struggles over who has control or
rights over Big Data, suggest ambiguous tensions between an aspiration to erase boundaries, including national ones that hinder the assembly of the data, and establishing new ones.

Future research on Big Data in global governance should address the intersections of private, public and technical authority in more detail. And in relation to this: because Big Data become even more entangled in the knowledge production and circuits that are central to global governance, and as new boundary issues emerge with the spread of Big Data analytics, the potential for less powerful actors to develop and exploit Big Data for their own purposes should be more systematically analyzed.
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